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Data Producer to Archive ICD 

 Document available from the SOC and the MADAWG pages: 
• SOL-SGS-ICD-0002_DPICD 

 
 Dual purpose document: 

• How the data sets from the different instruments shall be described so they can be 
archived. 

• How the exchange of the data products data files are exchanged between the 
Instrument Teams and the SOC. 
 

 Data set description is closely related to metadata and data model definition 
 Data exchange can be done developing an ad-hoc interface or reusing an existing one. 

The most obvious that will be already implemented for other purposes is GFTS. 
• The SOC will implement a GFTS node, as the MOC does. 
• The Instrument Teams will have to use GFTS tools to interact with GFTS nodes 

already because for engineering operations they interact with the MOC.  
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SOC system architecture 
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Proposed schedule 

 The SOC will like to have an agreement on this document by next SOWG, so our SOC 
implementation can proceed (Archive + I/Fs). 

 We’d like to ask for comments on this document, both: 
• From MADAWG at large and Instrument Teams scientists mainly on data sets 

definition. 
• From MADAWG but also from the Instrument Teams engineers implementing their 

data processing systems on the data exchange mechanism to be used. 
 We’d like to issue a new draft by mid March, so comments by the end of February, 

please. 
 Is it better to discuss it in a MADAWG meeting as well? 
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